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How many times has a construction project been
delayed by bad weather? Construction delays cost
money. But all the delays aren't necessary.
Putting down an Asphalt base before beginning
construction provides a stable work platform, and
minimizes mud, dust and silt. The contractor will have
access to the construction site in all kinds of
weather . . . plus a place to store materials.
Full-Depth Asphalt pavements can be designed
economically to aid any construction team . . . whether
for office buildings, shopping centers or industrial
complexes.

The contractor will not only Save time and money
but the owner will benef it f rom Asphalt durability. Give
us a call. We'll give you the facts. Don't delay.
Corolino Orpholl Porement
0rociotion. loc.
Caswell Building, Koger Executive Center
P.O. Box 30725, Raleigh, NC 27612
Telephone: 91 9/781 -377 O
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When ,.tapped together, fine brick, like fine chin+,
produces a ring all its own, And, Iike china, the ring .:,
of brick is an indicator of its quatity. .r
,

The tones produced by brick vary according
to the finish and texture of the end product.
(A cerarnic engineer will often make a quick,,
kiln test for cracks by listening to the ring
of the newly fired brick.) The sound range is
enough that brick from the Sanford Brick
and Tile Company has been used to record
such songs as THREE BLIND M|CE, ROW ROW
ROW YOUR BOAT and MARY HAD A LTTTLE
LAMB.

Of course, your interest in brick is to buitd buildings

games. But then the ring of quality
- notbyplay
produced
Sanford Brick can make music in your
next building project.
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"There really is a difference in brick"
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SeaSpray
W.'u

e created a collection

of tiles in our favorite colors
from the S€?: aegean, beach,
seaweed, pearl, shell and sea
oats. Now when theyre used in
wet places (bathrooms, showers,
kitchens, splashbacks and wet
bars), they look twice as beautiful
as ordinary tiles - like glistening
shells, still wet from the sea.

S"u Spray Ceramicllles.The
new wet look from Mid-State.
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Please send me your new Sea Spray book.
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PREFACE

At an 1886 corner stone-laying ceremony in the state of
New York, educator samuel Gridley Howe proctaimed:
"Language is of vast extent, and speech is onty one
of ifs powers. By speech and by print, men of our
generation hold intercourse with each other. There
are, moreover, some sorfs of language by which the
generations of men hold intercourse with other generations, and by which they converse across centuries
and cycles of time. Among the various forms of language between generations, and between the ages,
(architectural) monuments hotd a high ptace.
As men and women unwittingry, and sometimes unwillingly, reveal their character, and even their secret motives of action, ol the sort of language which
they use, so the generations unwittingly reveal the
prevailing ideas of the men who lived in them, by
the works which they leave behind them ...
. . . lt we study the monuments which a genera_
tion built, and the kind of men in whose-honor they
raise srafues, we may learn much of the character
of the people themselves.,'

lf future generations look to 2oth century architecture for
their interpretation of the interwoven fabric and ideals
characteristic of our society, what wilf they see? Unlike
earlier civilizations who reflected their cultural inequal_
ity by adorning their monuments with chained captives
walking behind the sculptured conquerors, our works
will symbolize an era of cultural equality by their sensitivity to the accessibility of fellow man. This special edition of the NC Architect is devoted entirely to what future civilizations may call the most significant cultural symbol in the histoiy of mankind, i. J.,
the architecturally accessible environment. Accessible
environments may forever mark that point in the evolution of civilization where all men, regardless of physical
or mental disability, were first accepted as being equal,
and were first invited to assume their rightful ptice within their society.
The NC Architecf is a fitting place to address the accessibility issue, for the state of North carolina and the archi_
tects who practice within it are internationally recognized
as being both pioneers and continued leaders in this
most important human rights movement.
William J. Ripley,
Arch itectu ral Consu ltant
INTER FACE

Raleigh, North Carolina
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ENVIRONMENTAL COMMUNICATION AND ORIENTATION:

TWIN BARRIERS FOR THE VISUALLY, MENTALLY AND
AURALLY IMPAIRED
BY: William J. RiPleY

lish a composite perspective of our
orientation within our environment,
Have you ever had the bizarre experi- i.e., to determine where we are in
ence of trying to walk through a
relation to our environment around
"House of Mirrors" at a state tair or
us. The example also pays tribute to
large amusement Park? lf so, You
our remarkable ability to'compenprobably have some idea of how
sate' with other senses, when the
frustrating life can be for the more
environment comPletelY fails to
than 31 million Americans who daily
communicate with one of our senses
face environmental orientation
or when we lack the abilitY to use a
barriers, i.e., those Americans who
particular sense. Most significant
have a visual, mental, or aural
for our discussion here, however, is
(hearing) imPairment.
that the "House of Mirrors" experiFor a moment think back to the
ence demonstrates how we can
"House of Mirrors," and to your first
actually become disoriented and
placed at a disadvantage bY an
experience within it. The "House"
was relativelY small, and You had
environment that fails to supply our
some idea of where You were in rela- senses with basic orientation infortion to where You wanted to be. Yet,
mation. In other words, this example
as you began Your journeY and conreveals how we can actuallY have
tinued to make one irregular turn
ability, but yet be "handicapped" by
after the other, You realized there
an unsupportive environment.
was no waY to maintain the mental
Unfortunately, a majority of the man"fix" on your relative position within
made environments unintentionally
the "House" itself. As you walked
fail to support the 'compensating'
through the highly reflective corriabilities of the 31 million Americans
dors, you realized that everYthing
who have a visual, mental, or aural
looked alike and that there were no
impairment. This results in comvisual clues to indicate the path for
pounding their disabilitY with an
your escape. As You carefullY
unnecessary man-made environlistened for the slightest hint of
mental "handicaP." Yet, when You
direction, you realized that the even
consider that every human being has
once familiar sounds had become
some differing degree of sensory and
submerged into a f renzied sea of
mental ability, you realize that each
echoing, unintelligible noise. Frusus is probablY oPerating under
of
trated and fatigued, You maY have
some environmental "handicaP"
realized that your environment had,
when we too are in these settings.
in fact, functional/Y: deafened,
Therefore, bY making a conscious
mentally confused, and even
effort to design for these 'compenblinded you. Turning to the onlY
sating' abilities, all of us can havd
course left, You ProbablY began to
environments that are safer, more
stumble into walls and into dead end
convenient, and less "handicapping"
corridors until, by trial and by error,
to use.
you chanced to hit uPon the Portal
for your deParture.
Compensating Via Sight
The "House of Mirrors" experience
Many peoPle who are deaf or who
reminds us that we do constantlY
have a hearing imPairment relY
screen for familiar sights, sounds,
heavily on their sense of sight to
feelings, tastes, and smells, to estab-

The HandicaPPing Environment
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This is an example of a good aural, as well as
visual, landmark. lt especially provides the
visually impaired with important orientation
information and its sounds are gentle enough
so as to not mask out other meaningful
environmental commu nication.

&trtB&S;

These large and easy to see letters are in a
predictabl-e location and within a direct line ol
iigtrt trom the entry door. The change in floor
teitures, colors, and sound reflecting materials
help distinguish primary from secondary routes'

'compensate' for the loss of their
aural scanners. Also, many people
who have a mental impairment, and
many of the people who have
impaired vision, look to their visual
environment to find a sense of order
in the sometimes confusing events of
day-to-day living. Particularly for
these populations, and for all of us
as well, a straight-forward environment is useful, if not essential. The
following are but a few of the
environmental considerations that
assist in maximizing visual communication with the environment, and
therefore provide a clearer orientation within it.

cates the location of the most
Other graphic information systems,
frequent destinations by providing
such as room numbers in hallways,
direct lines of sight to them. Round
are tactile and are located within
or curving halls and corridors are
easy reach by hand. These numbers
avoided because they do not provide
or symbols are simple in design,
direct lines of sight and are therecontrast highly against their backfore highly disorienting.
ground, and are of colors most easily
Major interior circulation paths stand
distinguished by both the colorout by the use of color, visually
seeing and color-blind populations.
distinct floor materials and textures,
They are also of large enough size to
and by other visual means that clear- be seen f rom many meters away.
ly separate primary from secondary
Large expanses of glass, that can
routes. Vertical circulation facilities,
cause over-illumination and direct or
such as stairs, escalators, and
indirect glare, are optically treated,
elevators, are in direct lines of sight
have sun screens, or are positioned
and incorporate wall or door
to face the less glare-producing
graphics that quickly communicate
northern exposure. This special
their function, direction, and destina- attention prevents
A well designed visual environment,
lighting sources
unlike a "House of Mirrors," is simple tions. Stairways with doors have
from washing out communication
viewing panels to forewarn of traffic
to understand and communicates its
detail and from contributing to eye
and potential danger. They have
intended function to all who use it.
fatigue. Emergency alarm indicators
steps that are visually distinct from
Its exterior pathways stand out by
provide flashing directional arrows
color-contrasting, landscaping, visual each other, and have handrails that
whose light intensity or frequency
are in visual contrast with their
changes in surface textures, and by
will not cause a light-triggered
mounting walls. Escalators have nonvarious other ways that emphasize
epileptic seizure.
reflective sides, which do not
major circulation routes. Night lightconfuse by mirroring the continually
ing overlaps to provide continuous
moving belt of steps. They have
pathway viewing. Lighting levels are
While all sighted peopte rely on their
steps
that are also visually distinct sense of vision to process specific
generally doubled to emphasize
from each other. Elevators have
pathway intersections, information
visual information, the mentally and
signal
lanterns that anticipate the
displays, telephone booths, and
aurally impaired most often reiy on
arrival of each car with a flashing
other frequently used items. Lighting
their vision to identify changes in
arrow.These
lanternS are large
highlights vertical elements within
their environment and to screen for
enough to adequately attract the
the environment for those who,
potential dangers that may lurk
attention of the non-hearing person there. Though a slight movement,
because of inner ear damage,
and are placed in direct lines of sight a change in lighting level, or a
depend upon their visual sense of
split_
from the point or points where call
vertical elements to maintain
second reflection attracts the eyes of
buttons are located. Elevator cars
balance. Strong vertical elements are
every sighted person, many of the
have emergency telephones that are menially and aurally impaired
also used to 'break up' large spaces,
have a
easy to identify by their shape or by decreased ability to discriminate
thereby providing intermediate landa corresponding symbol. These
marks that assist in overall orientabetween equally competing attractors
phones also have a visual signal to
tion.
and to select the most meaningful
indicate to the non-hearing passen- one. The mentally and auralty
Entrances are predictable, centrally
ger when help is on its way. Arrival impaired also try to
concentrate on
located, and clearly identified by the
at a cafeteria or other special use
one particular stimulus long enough
exterior of the building. Entrances
floor is indicated within the elevator to understand the information it
are also easily seen from the major
car by both an illuminated floor num- provides; but, should their attention
pathways and streets. Once inside
ber and an illuminated symbol or
be ,,stolen" by a more powerful
the entry, the environment communipicture.
stimulus before they have adequately
SEPTEMBER/ocIoBER
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succession of smaller and more
easily negotiated spaces by using a
series of water fountains, escalators,
and other continuous sound producenvironment, where PeoPle are
forced to make orientation decisions ing "beacons" that create an overlapping guidance system of
or where they must come in close
non-visual landmarks. Circulation
contact with danger, extraneous
paths stand out because theY are
eliminated.
visual information is
lined with elements that clearlY
to
allowed
is
Maximum time also
bounce sounds created by footsteps
essential
the
receive and Process
a tapping cane back to the ears of
or
decia
make
to
needed
information
the
echo perceiving pedestrian. Also,
sion.
circulation paths through large
major
In summary, the'compensating' sight
made with contrasting
are
areas
abilities of the visually, mentally, and
materials, e.g', using
reflecting
echo
aurally impaired can be greatlY
mellower sound reflecting
the
supported by the built environment,
qualities of asphalt to "show" the
if attention is given to Providing
way through a larger sea of harder
strong visual reinforcement for the
sound reflecting concrete paving.
environment's most important orienConsequently, pedestrian traffic over
tation messages. This increased
large expanses of grass, Plazas,
communication will greatly reduce
steps, and parking areas, are avoided
the visual orientation barriers curwhere at all possible. When such
rently found within many of the manexpanses can not be avoided, theY
made environments.
are designed to Produce audible
messages and clear echos for maxiCompensating Via Sound
mizing non-visual orientation.
While people who are blind do not
depend solelY on their sense of
Additionally, pathways parallel and
hearing to see the environment
run perpendicular to streets, to
provide an audible source for direcaround them, theY do generallY relY
most heavilY on this sense to mosf
tion comparison and to allow the
'compensate' for their lack of sight.
non-sighted pedestrian to better
judge his distance from the manY
Those who have a mental imPairment, and those who have an aural
street dangers. Special attention is
impairment but can still hear, also
given to the "screening" of noise
try to maximize their aural sense for
sources so that theY do not disturb
enhancing orientation within their
those sounds which are intended to
environment. The following are a few give directional guidance. Air condiof the envi ronmental considerations
tioning compressors, for examPle,
that can assist in maximizing aural
are placed as far as Possible from
commLrnication with the environment'
main circulation paths, so that their
roars do not mask meaningful
environment,
aural
A well designed
Air conditioning units, elecsounds.
provides
Mirrors,"
"House
of
unlike a
trical transformers, service entrances,
distinct sounds that can be easilY
and other sound sources that can
located, identified, and followed by
create disorienting noise are often
the human ear. Since non-sighted
screened by fences, walls, or bY
orientation becomes more difficult
other means to shield their adverse
as the size of the area increases,
effects both visually and acoustically.
large areas are broken down into a

scanned the first, environmental confusion and disorientation may occur'
Therefore, in areas of the built

10
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This is a good example of a doorway that is
easy to locate. lts echo producing recess
esp-ecially assists the visually impaired, its
targe easy to see tetters and door especially
ass-ist the aurally impaired, and its dominant
male symbol especially assists the mentally
impaired.

Sites are selected for their lack of
located at predictable and accessible
extraneous noise, and building
points within buildings. Letters,
entries are positioned away from
numbers, and symbols, whose
existing noise sources. Entrances are outlines can be traced easily by
a
placed centrally or in a close proxim- finger or hand, are particularly
useity to major circulation paths. Main
ful since few non-sighted people
entrances, for example, are sepread braille. Because flush doors
arated from the service entrances
provide little surface for echoing
and are positioned closer to the
sounds as one walks down a
main circulation routes. Buildings
corridor, doorways are generally
are identified by a distinct sound
recessed enough to allow aural
producing "beacon" located at their
determination of their locations.
entry. The continuous hiss produced
Elevator signal lanterns audibly call
by a gas entry lantern or the interout the words "up" or ,,down," and
mittent hum produced by a flashing
each floor is announced when the
neon or fluorescent lamp are just two elevator car reaches
it. The elevator
examples of entry location ,,beacons."
buttons are not heat or pressure
sensitive but offer enough finger
A well designed aural environment
resistance to allow the non-sighted
strives to keep noise that is genpassenger to feel for the button he
erated outside from entering, and to
wants.
keep sound that is generated inside
from bouncing around and creating
undesirable background noise. When Circulation within the building is
outside noise threatens the acoustics facilitated by foilowing the diiectionaf whispers of overhead heating
of interior spaces, wall mass or
and air conditioning vents, the direc_
density is increased to provide an
tional hum of overhead or wall
effective buffer. Because glass is a
mounted light bulbs, the echos
poor sound barrier to incoming
reflected from walls, or the landmark
noise, its locations are carefully
sounds from a water fountain, esca_
selected, its size limited, and double_
lator, or other stationary mechanical
paned "acoustical" glass employed.
device.
Corridor floors also differ
lnterior noise is minimized by using
from the general flooring in the
sound absorbing materials such as
remainder of the building, making
carpet, upholstered furniture,
the
corridor easier to find and navi_
acoustical ceiling tile, and so forth.
gate.
Since some degree of sound
reverberation is necessary to get a
In summary, the ,compensating'
feel tor a space, techniques that
hearing abilities of the visually,
acoustically kill a space, such as
mentally,
and aurally impaired can
employing both carpet and acousti_
also
be
supported
by the built
cal ceiling tile in a moderately used
environment.
By
carefully
distin_
corridor, are avoided. Also, carpet
guishing between the advantages of
with non-static electricity producing
directional or informational sound
characteristics is selected, as static
and the disorienting effects of unde_
electricity is greafly amplified by
hearing aids and is distracting to the sirabfe noise, environmental
communication of relevant aural
ears of the hearing aid user.
messages can be enhanced, and
Tactile signs, room numbers, build_
many existing orienting barriers
ing directories, and the f ike, are
reduced.

Compensating Via Environmental
Order
For the visually, mentally, and aurally
impaired, a clear and predictable
environment is particuarly important.
Both the blind and partially sighted
rely upon environmental order for increasing their ability to remember
turns and, therefore, for maintaining
a mental "fix" on their relative position in the environment. The mentally
impaired, whose disability results in
slow learning, also rely on an orderly
and somewhat repetitive environment
to reduce potential orientation confusion. The aurally impaired, who
can not rely totally on their aural
scanners, requi re environmental
order to allow an accurate prediction
of what is to come and, therefore, of
where they should look for their
orienting information. The following
are but a few of the environmental
considerations that can assist in clarifying or ordering environmental
communication.
The visually, mental, and aurally ifnpaired now best orientate in the right
angled, grid-iron order of the urban
"bfock," with its parallel and perpen_
dicular streets, sidewalks, intersections, buildings and corners the
easiest elements to grasp. While the
audible boundaries, created by echos
bouncing off of a building on one
side and by the street with its distinct
incoming sounds on the other, clear_
ly contrast for the non-sighted
pedestrian, the strict physical order
and clear visual contrast of these
very same elements visualty assist
the mentally and aurally impaired as
well.
Pedestrian crossings, for example,
are of particular danger to the vis_
uaf ly, mentally, and aurally impaired.
In the absence of right angled intersections, the visually impaired are
SEPTEMBER/ocroBER
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offered few clues to determine the
direction of traffic, and the direction in which theY are to walk. Nonright angled intersections, like the
irregular turns in the "House of
Mirrors," tend to confuse all of us
but pose particular communication
barriers for those who are easily confused because of a mental imPairment. Non-right angled intersections
create a special barrier to the aurally
impaired, who can not relY on their
sense of hearing to determine the
direction from which an unheard
This is a particularly good design solution that automobile maY be coming. Howcommunicates well to all of us as it incorpoever, the relatively simple order of
rales visual texture and echo reflecting
to
way
one
illustrates
the urban Pedestrian crossing alconlrasts. This solution
"break down" a larger space' and provides
leviates most of these problems, bemany different clues for negotiating it'
cause such crossings are situated at
points where traffic runs either paralPhotos: S. Lee Foster-Crowder
lel or perpendicular to the pedestrian
movement. Also, crossings occur at
points where the curbs are at right
angles to the direction of movement,
thereby providing a very important
directional message for all users'
Orientation is increased by the use
of raised crosswalk markings located
on the street, and because manuallY
operated crosswalk buttons, if used,
are consistentlY located at each
crosswalk.
In summary, the "grid iron" system
may be a good standard to aPPIY to
environments now being designed or
modified, because its Pattern
stresses consistency and therefore,
predictability. Other design solutions
can be equallY accePtable if theY
communicate the same degree of
orienting information to the visually,
mentally, and aurally impaired' While
dead end corridors, round or curving
hallwaYs, hidden elevators, sPiral
stairs, and even some pedestrian intersections may always present orientation barriers to these specific
populations, the PossibilitY does
exist that the adverse effects of such

12
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design elements can be minimized
by increasing enviromental communication in the settings within
which they are used.
Conclusion
The problems and suggested solutions presented above will hopefully
provide a better insight to the many
real communication and orientation barriers that face the visually,
mentally, and aurally impaired' However, all of the communication and
orientation barriers are not Yet
known, and we do not Yet have all of
the design solutions and alternatives'
Perhaps bY constantlY examining
each man-made environment in
terms of ability to 'compensate' via
sight, sound, and environmental order
(n-ot to mention taste, smell, and touch'
that were omitted here;, we can
develop environments that, unlike the
"House of Mirrors," are safer, more
convenient, and less "handicapping"
for all of us to use. I
The Author

Mr. Ripley is a partner in INTERFACE'
a Raleigh, North Carolina architectural consulting firm specializing
in barrier-free design. He has written manY articles on, and the firm
specializes in, the design needs of
people with physical, sensory, mental'
and develoPmental disabilities'
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THE ROLE OF CODE ADMINISTRATION IN THE IMPLEMENTATION

ACCESSIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

OF

By Theresa Raper, AIA
Access to facilities by people with
physical handicaps is a relatively new
component in many building codes
and standards. Rarely has a building
concept had such profound social
implications as accessibility and rarely
has the responsibility for implementation rested so firmly with local
building officials or compliance
agencies.

The implementation of the section of
our North Carolina State Building
Code which pertains to accessibility
is couched in a well structured system
for code administration. In North
Carolina, the Legislature has charged
the Commissioner of lnsurance with
general supervision, through the
Engineering and Building Codes
Division, of the administration and
enforcement of all sections of the
State Building Code. This is accomplished through the cooperation of
local inspectors who are appointed by
the governing body of the municipality or county (G. S. 149-139 (b)).
Another section of the same General
Statute (G. S. 143-136 (a) ) created the
State Building Code Council, which
is empowered to both promulgate
new requirements and revise old ones.
(The Engineering Division of the N.C.
Department of Insurance serves as
staff of the Council.)
After adoption of a new code item,
critical elements of the code administration process are called to
the fore: dissemination of information,
implementation at the locat level, and
technical assistance in interpretation
flor the Engineering and Buitding
Codes Division. The network of
communication is key to implemen_
tation of all sections, but it cannot be
overemphasized in viewing the
"handicapped section". This was novel

when it became effective and brought
into the process of the code administration more scrutiny of such aspects
as site plans, circulation paths and
hardware.

For effective implementation of the
code it is essential: (1) that there
is a local enforcement official and
(2) that this person be quatified. tt
is the responsibility of the local
building official to enforce the State
Building Code through a process
including plan review, issuance of
a permit to build, periodic inspections
of construction and issuance of an
occupancy permit. The Building Code
has the force of law. Each enforcement official should be profoundly
aware of the legal responsibility
of that position.

Currently, code changes are mailed
to more than 300 inspection departments and numerous firms and
individuals in the building community.
The burden of actually gaining compliance rests at the local level. Many
departments keep well informed and
regularly have a representative present for the quarterly meeting of the
Council. At long last, the 1977
General Assembly in North Carolina
passed a bill requiring all municipalities to hire building inspectors
and to enforce the State Code (G. S.
1534-351, Section g (b)). This is
vital. Requiring inspection does not
insure quality. Building officials are
now appointed by their municipali_
ties and their qualifications are broad
as you may imagine. This new law
also establishes a licensing board
for inspectors and requires certification. A comprehensive education_
al program will be established
through the community college

system. (lnspectors presenily may or
may not participate in available training programs.)

Public awareness of the requirements for accessibility has been
increased. Thus, anticipation of
accessibility has grown and we must
deal with users who are disappointed
but do have the right to access to all

public facilities. Complaints are
referred to the local building official
- where one exists. This official
should know designers, builders and
owners in his or her jurdiction and,
hopefully, has nurtured a positive
relationship with these individuals.
With a knowledge and understanding
of the code and sensitivity toward
both the personal problems and
alternate building solutions, the
building official tries to gain
compliance
This
- and access!
method of handling
complaints also
provides valuable feedback for the
i nspection department.
As building codes and standards for
accessibility are promulgated, we
are intensely aware of the newness
of the concept of accessibility for
many. A positive environment must
be established in order to gain com_
pliance with minimum standards and
understanding for optimum design.
There must be consistent and
competent review of drawings and
inspection of construction. Agencies
which can aid in interpretation and
can accept consumer criticism are
crucial in support of everyone
involved
owner, inspec_
- designers,Understanding
tors and consumers.
is fundamental; considerate, well
executed design is essential; and
cooperation is necessary. f
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TOWARD "BARRIER FREE-THINKING'' DESIGNERS
By Richard C. Bell and
Donna D. Palmer of
BELL DESIGN GROUP

Much has been said and written in
the last few years about designing
for the handicapped, the disabled,
and the incompetent who can not
traverse our artistic sPaces and
monuments because of the barriers
that we introduce into our designs.
While the term "barrier" has several
meanings, Webster's third definition
to restrict the
-"a factor that tendsmingling
of
free movement and
individuals"-fits the concept of this
article best. This definition makes no
reference to being handicaPPed,
merely restricted.
The hue and cry about designing for
the handicapped has become so loud
that special rulings and criteria have
been established by our bureaucratic
systems to insure that we, as
designers, will somehow figure out
ways to slip these PeoPle into,
through, and out of our designs. Yet,
we, the designers, continue to be
Webster's "factor" that restricts the
free movement and mingling of
individuals. Many designers remain
insensitive to the fact that anyone
may become handicapped or disabled,
permanently or temPorarilY, at anY
time, and that easily navigable designs
benefit us all.
As landscape architects with the
background of a twenty-Year practice,
we have been fortunate to work as
consultants with a number of
architects and engineers. We have
been consistently amazed that many
buildings and Public Places have
been designed with entrance waYS
leading to their pedestals, podiums,
and platforms which can be navigated
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only by the most athletic. Now that
there are legal standards, design
professionals are beginning to seek
"barrier-free" solutions. Too often,
even now, these solutions are merely
afterthoughts which become tackedon appendages that satisfy the code
requirements but little else.
We need solutions that not onlY

satisfy the code but are natural, flowing, and inconspicuous designs for
moving people through grade
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changes. ln other words, we are
describing spaces which we call
"flowing pathwdYs," and we use the
following photographs and plans to

illustrate this concePt.

Example No. 1: Seventeen Eighteen,
Raleigh. Whoever lives in this house is a
good designer. Chances are the resident
has had no formal design training; he or
she simply used common sense to design
a natural, inconspicuous, flowing pathway

FIGURE A

FIGURE B
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Example No. 3: The Governor's Mansion,
Raleigh. The modernization of our
Governor's Mansion is an example of the

-W
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"

renovation of a historically significant
building with beautiful detailing. Note
the "gingerbread" access ramp detail.
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Example No. 2: Appalachian State
University, Boone, "Duck Pond Area".
Left-over spaces are the greatest
challenges. Now that we have barrier-free
design criteria, we can create frivolous
and beautiful flowing pathways with
over-look landings for the limping or the
loved, and Property Control will approve
them-sometimes. Figure A is the original
solution by an engineer. Figure B is a
landscape architect's solution which
adheres to the code while yielding a
flowing, pleasing design.

It serves the purpose well enough, but
certainly appears to be an afterthought.

:
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Example No. 4: Building No. Ten,
Research Triangle Institute. This is an
example of "How to traverse the landscape according to the code"; or, "lf
you are in a wheelchair and you miss the
end of the handrail, You end uP three
parking lots DOWN!" lt seems an unfair
situation to place anY Person in'

FIGURE C

Example No. 5: Student Center Plaza,
North Carolina State University. The
architectural solution was a series of steps
and platforms, admittedly a "statement"
but also a series oI hazards. (Figure C)

FIGURE D
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The solution: A Student Plaza. The
landscape architect envisioned a flowing
type of space in which the students could
mingle: all students, including the handicapped and the battle-scarred athlete.
(Figure D) The pool and water-spout
sculpture area adds to the overall enjoyment and aesthetic appeal of the plaza.
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Example No. 6: Bicentennial Plaza,
Raleigh. Somehow the Plaza which was
our State's "Horizons" project to
commemorate the 200th anniversary of

our Declaration of Independence seemed
the perfect place to declare our

independence from obvious, old fashioned
solutions when designing for the handi-

capped. Here is an inconspicuous
solution; and Sir Walter Raleigh seems to
fit in quite well with this idea of flowing
pathways.
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Example No. 7: Entrance to an Office
Building, Water Garden, Raleigh When
this was the Garden Gallery, fiy wife asked,
can't peopte FLOW up inio my
^WJIV
Gallery
rather than CLIMB up?" Now
that the building is used as an office,
the ramp makes a beautifully natural
"statement."

Example No. 8: Becton, Dickinson & Co.,
Research Triangle Park. After a studious
search of buildings which exemplified a

thoughtful design of a ramp-landing
solution, we found this one at the Research
Triangle Park. Congratulations to the architectl
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AN UPDATE

on the Handicapped Section of the North Carolina State Building Code

North Carolina Pioneered in the
implementation of building code
requirements which facilitate access
for physically handicapped people'
The present provisions have been effective since Septem ber 1 , 1 973. Since
1974, AN ILLUSTRATED HANDBOOK
OF THE HANDICAPPED SECTION OF
THE NORTH CAROLINA STATE
BUILDING CODE has been used
throughout the countrY as a model
for other codes, a text and a
reference for the elimination of
architectural barriers. A new edition
of AN ILLUSTRATED HANDBOOK WiII
be published this fall. lt will include
illustrations for recent amendments
concerning hardware, toilet rooms
and protruding objects in corridors.
This state's "right to access"
legislation, also effective since 1973,
provides an imPetus for imProving
accessibility of existing facilities.
ACCESSI BI LITY MODI FICATIONS:
GUIDELINES FOR MODI FICATIONS
TO EXISTING BUILDINGS FOR
ACCESSIBILITY contains a survey
for studying a building to determine
its problems and supplies remedial
alternatives. Nationwide, the motivation for providing access is greater
than ever since HEW SecretarY
Joseph Califano signed Section 504,
Title V of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973. This section prohibits discrimination on the basis of handicapping
condition and requires access for
many existing facilities within three

handicapped people. ACCESSI Bl LITY
BARRI ERS: PROBLEMS, SOLUTI ONS

AND CODE REQUIREMENTS iS
a ninety-eight minute, automated
presentation of the techinical provisions of the code through examples
of facilities used bY handicaPPed
people. lt is organized in the same
manner as this section of the code
and may be started and stoPPed for
study of particular elements. Both
presentations were designed bY
Barrier Free Environments, Inc.,

Fayetteville, North Carolina, and are
available from the Special Office.
Architectural elements have been
repeatedly identified as barriers to
education, emPloYment, recreation,

transportation and housing. ln North
Carolina, there is oPtimism for
continued progress in enabling access
by handicaPPed citizens through
increased awareness, understanding
and cooperation in the building
community and the general Public.

o

llil ililllil

llilTERllATlOl'At

THE SYSTEM OF REPRODRAMNG

nriniltltl$

cREAIoR oF THE

PIN REGISTRATION SYSTEM

FOR

THE PROFESSIONAL ARCHITECT AND
ENGINEER

years.

The establishment, in 1976, of the
Special Office for the Handicapped
in the Engineering and Building
Codes Division, North Carolina
Department of Insurance, increased
emphasis on the develoPment of
additional educational materials for
the building communitY and the
general Public. ARE YOU AWARE is a
ten-minute, automated slide/taPe
presentation designed to increase
awareness of the abilities of handicapped people in work and recreational activities. Understanding is developed for the role of the building code'
relevant legislation and the built environment as it affects daily living by
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AN AssoclATloN

0F REPR0DUCTI0N FIRMS QUALIFIED

TO HELP YOU ADAPT THE SYSTEM
TO YOUR NEEDS

DuNcAN-PaFINELL, lNc'
qrn S. tvlcF\ruELL ST
70at334 - 9761
PF{oNrE
i'iiSr -oeFtcE Box aaeg
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Greek Orthodox Church
Dormition of the Theokokos
Greensboro, N. C.

Architect:
Walter E. Blue, Jr. & Associates
General Contractor
J. R. Graham & Son
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Sanford Brick & Tile
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Concrete, Field and
Laboratory Testing

AIA Documents

acoustlcs
inco rporate

All AIA Contract Documents
Series A through G
May be ordered from
NC ChaPter AIA
115 W. Morgan St.
Raleigh, N. C.27601
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BUILDING SPECIALTY CONTRACTORS
O ACOUSTICAL PRODUCTS.

o MOVABLE & DEMOUNTABLE PARTITIoN SYSTEMS'
o iarseo AccEss FLooRs & ENvIRoNMENTAL
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O MAPLE FLOORS & WALL SYSTEMS FOR GYM'
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O OTHER BUILDING SPECIALTY PRODUCTS.
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CONSULTING ENGINEERS
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RALEIGH
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THEMOREYOUUSE

rouRrMAGrNATrOht,

THEMOREVYEUSEOURS.
f t wasn t roo many years ago
l*hen brick was basically one
size, one

color and one texture.

And that was good enough to
build school houses, court houses
and houses for people.
But as you used more imagination
in your designs and buildings, we
had to use more imagination in

making the brick for them.
Now Borden makes and stocks
brick in a lot of different styles
well over a hundred.
There are five sizes standard,
modular, oversized, utility and
closure.

There are more than

half-dozen
different textures.
And incolors there are chocolate,
buff,grayand a lot of shades of red.
Then there's Handtique, a
unique new brick from Borden that
looks a hundred and {ifty years old.
And if out of all that you don t
see what you want, ask for it.
There's a good chance that we can
provide it on special order.
There's more to running a brick
company than turning out brick.
Part of the job is keeping up with
the people who design and build
the buildings.
That takes imagination.
And we have that.

Jack Borden, Wce-President,
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